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The goal of this session is to introduce the scope of the Greek Pronoun before looking specifically at the 
Personal Pronoun. We will also look at the function of the Conjunction in the Greek text. 
 

Pronouns 
 
The pronoun is a significant part of speech both for English and Greek. It literally means ‘for a noun’ 
(derived from latin) which is helpful as the pronoun takes the place of a noun. 
 

Pronoun: a substantive that take the place of a noun 
  It shortens or replaces the noun to remove repetition  

(e.g. Shane ►he ► his) 
 
Do not be overcome by this information, but there are several classes of Pronoun in the New Testament! 
They appear in a wide variety of ways and like nouns have a case, number and often a gender. 
 

Type of Pronoun Explanation 

 
Demonstrative 

 

 
points to a particular thing intended (e.g. ‘this one’ or ‘that one’) 
 

 
Relative 

a shorthand way to refer back to a noun previously mentioned or implied. It relates 
to another noun (i.e. translated as ‘who’, ‘that’ or ‘which’ depending on the sense of 
the clause). 

 
Interrogative 

 

 
Used in questions to ask ‘who?’, ‘which person?’, ‘what thing?’ or ‘why?’ 

 
Indefinite 

 

 
refers generally to a person or thing without naming or specifying them (e.g. 
‘anyone’; ‘someone’, ‘something’; ‘a certain person or thing’)  

 
Reflexive 

 

 
refers back to the subject of the sentence to which it belongs (e.g. ‘myself’, 
‘yourself’, ‘himself’) 

 
Reciprocal 

 

 
the Greek phrase ‘one another’  

 
Indefinite Relative 

 
a combination of the relative and indefinite pronouns and means ‘whoever’. 
 

 
Personal 

 

 
takes the place of persons and are used as a convenient way to refer to someone 
or thing without naming them (e.g. ‘I’; ‘us’; ‘you’; ‘he’; ‘she’; ‘its’ etc.) 

 
Possessive 

 
functions as an adjective and is used instead of the genitive personal pronoun to 
create emphasis (e.g. ‘my’; ‘your’; ‘his’; ‘our’; ‘your’) 

 
We will need to return to each in order to learn appropriate paradigms and uses – at this stage do not worry 
yourself with learning the specific definitions. This information forms the backdrop for later study. 

 
 
 
 
Personal Pronouns 
 
Let us start with learning the Personal Pronoun. This form of Pronoun represents over two-thirds of the total 
pronouns used in the New Testament. 
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Personal pronouns appear in  

• first person (e.g. ‘I’, ‘me’, ‘us’, our’) – the person/s speaking. 

• second person (e.g. ’you’, ‘your’) – those relating to the person/s being spoken too. 

• third person (e.g. ‘he’, ‘her’, ‘its’, ‘their’) – those who are being spoken about. 
 
1

st
 and 2

nd
 Personal Pronouns are most common in the epistles where the reader is addressed. 

 
1

st
 & 2

nd
 PERSON PERSONAL PRONOUN 

 

1
st

 Person English Num Case 2
nd

 Person English 

evgw.evgw.evgw.evgw. I Sing      Nom susususu    You 

(evevevev)mou/mou/mou/mou/ my            Gen sou/sou/sou/sou/    your 

(evevevev)moi,moi,moi,moi, to me  Dat sosososoiiii|| ||    to you 

(evevevev)me,me,me,me, me  Acc se,se,se,se,    you 

h`meijh`meijh`meijh`meij We Plu Nom u`mei/ju`mei/ju`mei/ju`mei/j    You 

h`mw/nh`mw/nh`mw/nh`mw/n us, our  Gen u`mw/nu`mw/nu`mw/nu`mw/n    your/s 

h`mi/nh`mi/nh`mi/nh`mi/n to us  Dat u`mi/nu`mi/nu`mi/nu`mi/n    to you 

h`ma/jh`ma/jh`ma/jh`ma/j us  Acc u`ma/ju`ma/ju`ma/ju`ma/j    you/r 

 
An easy way to ensure you do not confuse the plural forms is to remember that the 2

nd
 Person begins with 

a ‘u’ (i.e. You)! 
 
 
Note: you may remember that the verb ending tells us the person and so strictly speaking there is no 
nominative pronoun form needed, and so if it is used, it is usually to create emphasis (e.g. Mark 1:8 ‘I have 
baptized (evgw. evba,ptisa) you with water, but he will baptize you with the Holy Spirit’.) 

 
 
What do you notice? Similarities? 
 
 
 
The 3

rd
 Person Personal Pronoun is used extensively. It saves having to refer to the character or thing 

already mentioned. There is a form for each gender (following the article) and it usually follows natural 
gender. It is easily learnt due to its close affinity to the definite article. 
 

3
rd

 PERSON PERSONAL PRONOUN 

Num Case Masculine Feminine Neuter English 

Sing      Nom auvtojauvtojauvtojauvtoj auvtauvtauvtauvthhhh    auvtoauvtoauvtoauvto    He, She, It 

           Gen auvtoauvtoauvtoauvtouuuu auvtauvtauvtauvthjhjhjhj    auvtauvtauvtauvtouououou    his, hers, its 

 Dat auvtauvtauvtauvtw|w|w|w| auvtauvtauvtauvthhhh||||    auvtauvtauvtauvtw|w|w|w|    to him, to her, to it 

 Acc auvtauvtauvtauvtonononon auvtauvtauvtauvthnhnhnhn    auvtauvtauvtauvtoooo    him, her, it 

Plu Nom auvtoi.auvtoi.auvtoi.auvtoi. auvtaauvtaauvtaauvtaiiii    auvtauvtauvtauvtaaaa    They 

 Gen auvtauvtauvtauvtwnwnwnwn auvtauvtauvtauvtwnwnwnwn    auvtauvtauvtauvtwnwnwnwn    their 

 Dat auvtauvtauvtauvtoijoijoijoij auvtauvtauvtauvtaaaaijijijij    auvtauvtauvtauvtoijoijoijoij    to them 

 Acc auvtauvtauvtauvtoujoujoujouj auauauauvtvtvtvtaaaajjjj    auvtauvtauvtauvtaaaa    them 

 
 
What do you notice? Similarities? 
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The noun for which a pronoun stands in for is called the antecedent. The Greek pronoun will always agree 
with its antecedent in gender and number but its case will depend on its use in the sentence. This is 
important for correct translation. 
 
 
One last note regarding the special use of the 3

rd
 Person Personal Pronoun -  aaaauvtojuvtojuvtojuvtoj    when used with a 

noun it has two special functions. 
 

1. When aaaauvtojuvtojuvtojuvtoj is used with an article (the attributive position) it translates as the word ‘same’. (e.g. 

Mk 14:39 - to.n auvto.n lo,gon eivpw,n = ‘saying the same word’). This is called an adjectival auvtoj. 
 

2. When aaaauvtojuvtojuvtojuvtoj used without an article (the predicative position) it serves to add emphasis to the 

person or thing named and is translated ‘self’. (e.g. 1 Thess 4:16 - auvto.j o` ku,rioj = ‘the Lord 

himself’). This is called the intensive auvtoj (and sometimes called an emphasising pronoun). 

 
 

Exercise 
 

1. Find and highlight (on the Mark 1 Appendix) all of the Personal Pronouns in Mark 1:1-13 (there are 
21). Translate. Remember the pronoun will always agree with its antecedent in gender and number, 
but not necessarily its case. 

 
Verse Personal 

Pronoun 
Translation Comment 

2 mou my  

2    

2    

3    

5    

5    

5    

6    

7    

7    

7   Antecedent is ò ivscuro,tero,j (the one stronger) 

8    

8    

8    

8    

10    

11    

11    

12    

13    
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Conjunctions 
 
In week 2 when considering language and meaning we said: 
 
   Conjunction: linking words in a sentence. 
     (e.g. and, but, for, also, therefore etc.) 
 
A conjunction (sometimes called a particle) is a real friend. It functions to join together words, phrases, 
clauses and sentences and so has very real significance in the flow of the Greek text. 
 
Before considering how the conjunction operates we will look at the list of words which fall into this 
category. 
 

Vocab List 5 – Conjunctions 

 

avlla,avlla,avlla,avlla,            but,  (Mk 1:44) 

 

a;raa;raa;raa;ra        therefore, then, thus  (Mk 4:41) 

            

ga,rga,rga,rga,r,, ,,            for,  since, then (Mk 1:16) 

 

de,de,de,de,            but, and, so (mild)   (Mk 1:8) 

 

dio,,dio,,dio,,dio,,            therefore (Mt 27:8) 

 

e[wje[wje[wje[wj        until (Mk 6:10) * Note e[wje[wje[wje[wj    also operates as a preposition – more in session 8 

 

eiveiveiveiv        if, whether (Mk 2:7) 

 

i[nai[nai[nai[na,,,,        in order that (purpose) (Mk 1:38) 

 

kai,kai,kai,kai,            and, also, but, even (Mk 1:4) 

 

kai,kai,kai,kai,    … kaikaikaikai    both … and   (Mt 10:28) 

 

mh,mh,mh,mh,        not (Mk 2:4) 

 

mhde,mhde,mhde,mhde,            nor, and not (Mk 2:2) 

    

mh,temh,temh,temh,te            and not ( mh,te Å Å Å mh,temh,te Å Å Å mh,temh,te Å Å Å mh,temh,te Å Å Å mh,te = neither . . . nor) (Mt 5:35) 

 

ouvde,ouvde,ouvde,ouvde,            neither, nor, and not (Mk 4:22) 

    

ouvkouvkouvkouvk    (ouvcouvcouvcouvc)    not (used when an affirmative answer is expected) (Mk 1:34) 

 

ou;teou;teou;teou;te            not, no, nor ( ou;teou;teou;teou;te Å Å Å ou;teou;teou;teou;te = neither . . . nor) (Mk 12:25) 

 

o[tio[tio[tio[ti        that    
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ou=nou=nou=nou=n,, ,,            therefore, then (Mk 10:9) 

 

te,te,te,te,        and (Mt 22:10) 

 

w[stew[stew[stew[ste,,,,        so that, therefore (Mk 1:27) 

 
 
Generally conjunctions fall into two categories – those which coordinate (i.e. place in order) and those 
which subordinate (i.e. placed under).  

• Coordinate conjunctions connect parallel words or clauses effectively showing the relationship 
between words (e.g. a connection ‘and’; a contrast ‘but’; a consequence ‘therefore’) 

• Subordinate conjunctions introduce clauses that are dependent on other clauses (e.g. conditional 
‘if’; concessive ‘although’; temporal ‘when’; causal ‘because’, final ‘in order that’; consecutive ‘that’) 

 

Often you will find that the conjunction appears at the beginning of the sentence - kaikaikaikai and dededede being the 

most frequently used. Effectively its presence binds the two sentences together and should be considered 
to ensure you get the context of the passage correct. 
 

 
Exercise 
 

1. Highlight (on the Mark 1 Appendix) all of the Conjunctions listed on Vocab list 5. Can you tell 
whether it is operating in a coordinate or subordinate way? 

 
 

 

For next week: 

 
1. Commit to memory the paradigm for the 1

st
, 2

nd
 and 3

rd
 Person Personal Pronoun. 

 
2. Learn the Vocab from list 5 (and develop flash cards). 
 
3. Finish working through the rest of Mark 1 (from verses 14 to 45), finding, highlighting and 

translating the Personal Pronouns 
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Note to leader: Bring highlighters and interlinear Bible 


